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Low pressure capacitive radio frequency (RF) plasmas are often described by equivalent circuit
models based on fluid approaches that predict the self-excitation of resonances, e.g., high frequency
oscillations of the total current in asymmetric discharges, but do not provide a kinetic interpretation
of these effects. In fact, they leave important questions open: How is current continuity ensured in
the presence of energetic electron beams generated by the expanding sheaths that lead to a local
enhancement of the conduction current propagating through the bulk? How do the beam electrons
interact with cold bulk electrons? What is the kinetic origin of resonance phenomena? Based on ki-
netic simulations, we find that the energetic beam electrons interact with cold bulk electrons
(modulated on a timescale of the inverse local electron plasma frequency) via a time dependent
electric field outside the sheaths. This electric field is caused by the electron beam itself, which
leaves behind a positive space charge, that attracts cold bulk electrons towards the expanding
sheath. The resulting displacement current ensures current continuity by locally compensating the
enhancement of the conduction current. The backflow of cold electrons and their interaction with
the nonlinear plasma sheath cause the generation of multiple electron beams during one phase of
sheath expansion and contribute to a strongly non-sinusoidal RF current. These kinetic mechanisms
are the basis for a fundamental understanding of the electron power absorption dynamics and reso-
nance phenomena in such plasmas, which are found to occur in discharges of different symmetries
including perfectly symmetric plasmas. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4953432]

I. INTRODUCTION

Low temperature capacitively coupled radio frequency
(CCRF) plasmas are indispensable tools for etching and
deposition processes in microelectronics production.1–3 Due
to their nonlinear nature and manifold complexity, they are
challenging physical systems for theory and experiments.
Driven by a strong demand for process optimization and
control, there is a significant need for a detailed under-
standing of the complex particle power absorption dynam-
ics on a nanosecond timescale within a radio frequency
(RF) period, as well as the development of methods for
their control.4

At low neutral gas pressures of a few Pa or less, CCRF
discharges typically operate in a strongly non-local regime.
In the so-called “a-mode,” electron power gain occurs at
sheath expansion5 and due to electric field reversal during
sheath collapse.6–9 “Stochastic heating” was modeled exten-
sively in the past on the basis of a hard wall assumption, as
well as in terms of pressure heating.10–20 During the phase of
sheath expansion, beams of energetic electrons are generated
and penetrate into the plasma bulk, where they sustain the
discharge via ionization and may lead to non-Maxwellian
(e.g., bi-Maxwellian) electron energy distribution functions

(EEDF).21–27 A variety of experimental results obtained by
phase resolved optical emission spectroscopy (PROES)22,23

as well as simulations26,27 of single frequency capacitive dis-
charges indicate an acceleration of a single electron beam
during one sinusoidal sheath expansion.

Such discharges are often described by zero-
dimensional global models based on fluid approaches (e.g.,
equivalent electrical circuits28–30) or spatially resolved mod-
els based on the cold plasma approximation31 that predict
the self-excitation of plasma series29 and parallel32–34

resonances. At low pressures, and predominantly in asym-
metric discharges, these models predict the plasma series res-
onance (PSR) to be self-excited due to the non-linearity of
the charge-voltage characteristic of the RF boundary sheaths
and to strongly enhance the electron power absorp-
tion.28–31,35–40 This leads to the presence of higher harmon-
ics of the driving frequency in the total discharge current
(i.e., a sinusoidal driving voltage can trigger the PSR accom-
panied by a strongly non-sinusoidal RF current).
Experimentally, the harmonics of the RF current can be
detected by different kinds of current sensors.41–43 Based on
PROES measurements, a temporal correlation between these
high frequency modulations of the total current and the dy-
namics of energetic electrons was observed.24
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Although many aspects of such resonance phenomena
have been extensively investigated in the past, their kinetic
interpretation is missing. In fact, most existing models leave
important questions unanswered: How is current continuity
(r !~jtot ¼ 0, where ~jtot ¼~jd þ~jc is composed of the dis-
placement and conduction current density) ensured in the
presence of beam electrons generated by the expanding
boundary sheaths that lead to a local enhancement of the
conduction current propagating through the bulk? How do
these energetic beam electrons interact with cold bulk elec-
trons and how do they affect the electron velocity distribu-
tion function (EVDF)? What is the kinetic origin of
resonance phenomena? The answers to these important fun-
damental questions can only be provided by kinetic theory
(e.g., Particle in Cell (PIC), hybrid models, or direct solu-
tions of Boltzmann’s equation) paired with the right set of
diagnostics and interpretation. An important contribution in
this context is the computational work of Vender and
Boswell,6 who used a kinetic simulation to demonstrate that
the generation of an energetic electron beam during sheath
expansion can trigger a beam-plasma instability that causes
high frequency oscillations of the electron power absorption
density adjacent to the expanding sheath edge. These compu-
tational predictions were later confirmed experimentally by
O’Connell et al.44,45 using PROES.

We go beyond a purely kinetic analysis by linking ki-
netic effects to resonance phenomena observed in the analy-
sis of a non-sinusoidal total discharge current as well as its
constituents and predicted by previous fluid based models. In
this sense, we unify different theories and answer the above
fundamental questions focused on the mutual links between
both approaches. Based on Particle in Cell (PIC) simulations
of a symmetric low pressure single frequency argon dis-
charge, we demonstrate that energetic beam electrons accel-
erated by the expanding sheaths propagate into the plasma
bulk. This propagation leads to significant charge densities
which form a local electric field in the discharge center.
Accordingly, cold bulk electrons are modulated on the time-
scale of the inverse local plasma frequency and move back
to the expanding sheath. The nonlinear interaction of bulk
electrons with the expanding sheath accelerates a second
beam into the plasma bulk. This process is repeated until the
sheath stops expanding and leads to the formation of multi-
ple electron beams. Additionally, a local displacement cur-
rent in the discharge center is present in order to compensate
the local enhancement of the conduction current caused by
the propagating beam electrons. We demonstrate that this is
the kinetic nature of resonance effects in CCRF plasmas. It
is based on local phenomena and generally occurs under any
conditions in such low pressure plasmas.

This manuscript is structured as follows: The details of
the PIC/Monte-Carlo collision (MCC) simulation are briefly
described in Section II. The simulation results are presented
and discussed in Section III, which is divided into three sub-
sections, where the electron dynamics, their effects on the
formation of particular shapes of the current waveforms, and
a driving voltage amplitude variation are discussed, respec-
tively. Finally, the results are summarized and conclusions
are drawn in Section IV.

II. PARTICLE IN CELL SIMULATION WITH MONTE
CARLO COLLISIONS

Our analysis is based on Particle-in-Cell/Monte-Carlo
collisions (PIC/MCC) simulations.46,47 This benchmarked
code48 resolves one spatial dimension perpendicular to the
electrodes, and three dimensions in velocity space. The elec-
trodes are assumed to be infinite, planar, parallel, and
separated by a gap of length L. One of the electrodes
(at x¼ 0) is driven by a sinusoidal voltage waveform,
/ðtÞ ¼ /0 sinðxRFtÞ, where xRF ¼ 2p ! fRF, and the other
electrode (at x¼ L) is grounded. In order to fulfill all stability
conditions and to improve the spatio-temporal resolution, the
number of numerical grid cells is set to 1024 and the number
of time steps per RF cycle is chosen to be 4000. The number
of super-particles is between 100 000 and 200 000 when con-
vergence is achieved. A geometrically symmetric discharge
is adopted to demonstrate that resonance phenomena are of
general relevance even in relatively simple cases, where they
are usually neglected. For most of this work, a driving volt-
age amplitude of /0 ¼ 150 V is adopted, but we also analyze
the effect of changing the voltage amplitude to /0 ¼ 300 V.
We use a driving frequency of fRF¼ 55 MHz, an argon gas
pressure of p¼ 1.3 Pa, and a relatively small electrode gap of
L¼ 1.5 cm. Secondary electron emission and particle reflec-
tion at the electrodes are neglected in order to simplify the
interpretation. The cross sections for electron-atom (excita-
tion, ionization, and elastic) and ion-atom (isotropic and
backward elastic scattering) collisions are taken from Refs.
49 and 50. This choice of input parameters (frequency, volt-
age, pressure, and gap) is made in order to ensure the pres-
ence of “strong” (in consideration of the symmetry)
resonance effects, while keeping the analysis simple. A
broad parameter variation is beyond the scope of this work,
which focuses on a fundamental kinetic understanding of
resonance phenomena. The underlying kinetic mechanisms
are generally present in low pressure CCRF discharges under
any discharge conditions.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the sinusoidal driving voltage waveform
and the resulting total current density at the powered elec-
trode obtained from the simulation as a function of time
within one RF period at /0 ¼ 150 V. The current and the
voltage are approximately 90& out of phase, and the total cur-
rent is markedly non-sinusoidal, i.e., it contains a substantial
amount of harmonics as a consequence of the self-excitation
of the PSR.22,28,31 This result shows that the self-excitation
of the PSR is not restricted to asymmetric discharges such as
assumed in a variety of fluid based models.

In the following, we will reveal the kinetic origin of res-
onance effects that lead to the generation of the non-
sinusoidal total current as shown in Figure 1. In order to
achieve this goal, we will first analyze the electron dynamics
obtained from the simulation by focusing on characteristic
reference times (t1; t2; t3; t4 marked in Figure 1) during the
phase of sheath expansion at the powered electrode and by
dividing the total electron population into different groups
(i) according to their kinetic energies and (ii) their direction
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of propagation along the discharge axis. Then, we will
explain how these dynamics lead to the formation of distinct
shapes of the waveforms of the conduction, displacement,
and total current densities in the plasma. In this way, we pro-
vide a link between kinetic models and fluid interpretation.
Finally, we study the effect of varying the driving voltage
amplitude on the electron dynamics and the current
waveforms.

A. Kinetic analysis of the electron dynamics

Under the conditions studied here, the motion of the ar-
gon ions is very weakly modulated, since xpi ' xRF, where
xpi is the ion plasma frequency. Thus, the ions follow the
time-averaged electric field, and our analysis of the charged
particle dynamics is restricted to the electrons.

Figure 2 shows spatio-temporal plots of the density of
electrons split into different groups according to their kinetic
energy (“hot”/“cold”) as well as their direction of propaga-
tion along the discharge axis towards the powered or
grounded electrode. The energy threshold for “hot” electrons
is taken to be eh¼ 11 eV, close to the first excitation level of
Ar atoms. “Cold” electrons are defined to have an energy
below ec¼ 4 eV. The energy itself is calculated using all
three velocity components [eh;c ¼ 0:5meðv2

x þ v2
y þ v2

z Þ].
Here, the vx-component (axial direction) is predominant,
since it is much larger than the vy and vz components due to
the fact that electrons are accelerated only in axial direction
by the expanding sheaths and at the low pressure case con-
sidered here almost no collisions cause an angular scattering
of electron beams. Electrons with vx > 0 (i.e., those moving
from the powered electrode towards the grounded electrode)
are defined to move “upwards,” while electrons with vx < 0
are defined to move “downwards.” Figure 2 includes vertical
lines at the same characteristic times within one RF period
as shown in Figure 1. The first row of Figure 2 shows spatio-
temporal plots of the number densities of hot electrons mov-
ing upwards [Fig. 2(a)] and downwards [Fig. 2(b)]. The
width of the sheath adjacent to the bottom (powered) elec-
trode increases during the period when the driving voltage

waveform has a negative slope, from t ( 4:5 ns to t ( 13:6
ns, and decreases during the other half of the RF period,
when the slope of the applied voltage is positive. The sheath
at the top (grounded) electrode expands and contracts half an
RF period shifted in time. Similarly to previous works,22,36,51

the generation of multiple beams of energetic electrons is
observed during one phase of sheath expansion. Here, two
pronounced and one weak beam propagating upwards/down-
wards during the phase of sheath expansion at the powered/
grounded electrodes are observed. Figures 2(c) and 2(d)
show the corresponding density of cold electrons (moving
up/downwards). The generation of multiple electron beams
strongly affects the spatio-temporal ionization and excitation
dynamics, which show similar structures51 (i.e., this phe-
nomenon is essential for the generation of such plasmas and
is in contrast to classical assumptions of a single electron
beam being generated per sheath expansion phase).

In the discussion to follow, the time-resolved electron
velocity distribution function (EVDF) will be of great impor-
tance. In Figure 3, the EVDF is displayed as instantaneous
snapshots at the marked characteristic times (spatially aver-
aged over the plasma bulk; 6 mm ) x ) 9 mm). In each plot,
electrons with energies above 11 eV are represented by red
bars, electrons with energies below 4 eV are marked in green,
and electrons with energies between 4 eV and 11 eV are
marked in blue. For reference, the dashed lines in Figure 3
correspond to a Maxwellian distribution fitted to the data
shown in Figure 3(a).

The following discussion focuses on the phase of sheath
expansion at the powered electrode. Due to the symmetry of
the discharge, the same phenomena occur at the grounded
electrode half an RF period later. During sheath collapse at
the driven electrode (t1 ( 4:4 ns), the total current vanishes
and the EVDF is approximately Maxwellian [Fig. 3: t1].
After the sheath starts expanding at the powered electrode
(t2 ( 8:1 ns), the first bunch of energetic beam electrons is
generated and propagates towards the plasma bulk [Fig.
2(a)]. The number of these beam electrons is low compared
with the number of cold bulk electrons, since the sheath
expands in a region of low plasma density adjacent to the
powered electrode at this time. As the sheath expands
quickly, these beam electrons gain high velocities and propa-
gate quickly through the bulk. This motion of the beam elec-
trons away from the expanding sheath edge leads to a
strongly anisotropic EVDF [Fig. 3: t2], which deviates signif-
icantly from the initial Maxwellian (dashed). Clearly, the en-
semble averaged electron energy, as well as the population
of the high energy tail at positive velocities, are increased.
As the energetic electrons of the first beam move away from
the expanding sheath edge, they leave behind a positive
space charge.

This can be observed in Figure 4 which shows the
spatio-temporal evolution of the net charge density. A region
of increased positive space charge (marked by a dashed rec-
tangle) is found between t2 and t3 close to the sheath edge at
about x ( 5 mm. This positive space charge leads to the gen-
eration of a positive local electric field on the bulk side of
the sheath edge during this time window that accelerates
bulk electrons towards the powered electrode. Figure 5

FIG. 1. Driving voltage waveform (left scale) and total current density at the
powered electrode (right scale) obtained from the simulation as a function of
time within one RF period. The vertical dashed lines indicate reference times
(t1; t2; t3; t4) used in the forthcoming analysis. Discharge conditions: argon,
1.5 Pa, L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼ 150 V.
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FIG. 2. Spatio-temporal plots of the
density of “hot” electrons (e > 11 eV)
that move upwards (a) and downwards
(b) as well as the density of “cold”
electrons below 4 eV that move down-
wards (c) and upwards (d). The time
axis covers one RF period. The den-
sities are given in m*3. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the reference
times specified in Figure 1. The pow-
ered electrode is located at x¼ 0 mm,
while the grounded electrode is located
at x¼ 15 mm. Discharge conditions: ar-
gon, 1.5 Pa, L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz,
/0 ¼ 150 V.

FIG. 3. Instantaneous electron velocity
distribution function (EVDF) at the
reference times, t1*4 marked in Figures
1 and 2, and spatially averaged over
the plasma bulk (6 mm ) x ) 9 mm).
The dashed lines indicate a
Maxwellian fit generated at t¼ t1.
Electrons above 11 eV are represented
by red bars, electrons below 4 eV by
green bars, and electrons between 4
and 11 eV by blue bars. Discharge con-
ditions: argon, 1.5 Pa, L¼ 1.5 cm,
fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼ 150 V.
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shows the electric field spatio-temporally resolved in the
entire discharge (top) and in the discharge center as a func-
tion of time within one RF period (bottom), illustrating this
effect. It is clearly shown that the electric field increases to a
maximum between t2 and t3. As a consequence of this posi-
tive electric field and in order to compensate the positive
space charge left behind by the beam electrons, shortly later
(at t3 ( 10 ns) cold bulk electrons move towards the expand-
ing sheath edge [Fig. 2(c)]. Therefore, at this time energetic
beam electrons move upwards (represented mostly by the
positive tail of the distribution), while cold bulk electrons
move downwards. This is well observable in Figure 3(t3),
which shows two groups of electrons propagating into oppo-
site directions simultaneously at this time. This is clearly a
kinetic effect that cannot be described by a fluid model that
is based on a mean velocity of the electrons. While the first
electron beam propagates upwards through the plasma bulk,
the cold bulk electrons (nbulk ( 1:1+ 1015 m*3) cannot
respond instantaneously to this perturbation, induced by the
electron beam, due to their inertia. They can only respond on
the timescale of the inverse local electron plasma frequency
(xpe ( 5xRF in the bulk), which is approximately s ( 3:5 ns
(s ( 2p=xpe). This “delayed” reaction of the bulk electrons
leads to the build up of the positive space charge on the bulk
side of the sheath edge (Figure 4, green rectangle). In this
region, the spatio-temporal distribution of the charge density
indicates strongly non-sinusoidal dynamics between the
sheath and the bulk, which leads to the local increase of the
electric field around t ( t2 (Figure 5). This, in turn, is associ-
ated with a significant local displacement current, which is
initially positive, when the positive space charge and the
local electric field increase, and is later negative, when the
cold bulk electrons compensate the positive space charge
and the electric field decreases. These effects represent the
kinetic origin why an “inductance” (i.e., electron inertia) is
required in global equivalent circuit models to describe

resonance effects. When the backflowing cold bulk electrons
approach the moving potential barrier of the expanding
sheath, the positive space charge is compensated and the
electric field in the discharge center decreases to negative
values. Due to their inertia, cold electrons continue to propa-
gate towards the expanding sheath edge and upon impact a
second beam of energetic electrons is generated [Figure 3
(t4)]. This process is repeated throughout the phase of sheath
expansion at the powered electrode. When the backflowing
bulk electrons hit the expanding sheath, the sheath edge
moves more slowly across a region of higher plasma density
compared to the initial phase of sheath expansion, when the
first beam was generated. Therefore, at t ( t4 a higher num-
ber of electrons is pushed towards the bulk at lower veloc-
ities and the formation of a negative space charge is
observed in Figure 4 due to this compression of the electron
system. Such a negative space charge is not observed, when
the first electron beam is generated, since the beam electrons
propagate into a region of positive space charge created by
the last beam generated at the opposing electrode that propa-
gates towards the powered electrode.

The number of electron beams per sheath expansion
phase depends on the relation between the local response
time of the electrons and the duration of sheath expansion.

FIG. 4. Spatio-temporal distribution of the charge density in lAs/m3 within
one RF period. The vertical dashed lines indicate the reference times speci-
fied in Figure 1. The green dashed rectangle indicates the non-sinusoidal dy-
namics of the region of positive space charge adjacent to the bottom plasma
sheath. Discharge conditions: argon, 1.5 Pa, L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼
150 V.

FIG. 5. Spatio-temporal plot of the electric field in the entire discharge in V/
m (left) and in the center of the discharge (right) as a function of time within
one RF period. The vertical dashed lines indicate the reference times speci-
fied in Figure 1. Discharge conditions: argon, 1.5 Pa, L¼ 1.5 cm,
fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼ 150 V.
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Under these conditions, two pronounced energetic electron
beams generated at the bottom powered electrode during one
phase of sheath expansion can be observed at t ( 8.1 ns and
11.6 ns. A third weak beam formation at 15 ns occurs close
to the end of the expanding cycle, when the sheath expands
very slowly.

The electron plasma frequency in the plasma bulk is
about five times higher than the driving frequency of 55
MHz. Therefore, cold bulk electrons can move upwards/
downwards 5 times per RF period in order to compensate
positive space charges adjacent to the sheath edges caused
by the propagation of energetic electron beams generated by
the expanding boundary sheaths. This is confirmed by the
presence of 5 maxima in Figures 2(c) and 2(d), respectively.
This observation will play an important role in Sec. III B,
when these kinetic effects will be linked to the dynamics of
the conduction, displacement, and the total current to provide
a kinetic interpretation of resonance effects.

B. Formation of current waveforms (displacement,
conduction, and total current)

The previously discussed electron kinetics, including the
interaction of hot beam electrons with cold bulk electrons
via a local time dependent electric field generated by the
electron beam itself, is the origin for the formation of the
conduction, displacement, and total current waveforms at
different positions within the discharge. Figure 6 shows
spatio-temporal plots of the conduction and displacement
current densities (the sum of which yields the total current
density). Clearly, the propagation of energetic beam elec-
trons causes a local enhancement of the conduction current
that propagates through the plasma bulk (i.e., the conduction
current density is strongly negative), when an electron beam
propagates upwards to the grounded electrode, and strongly
positive, when such a beam propagates downwards to the
powered electrode. In fact, locally (in space and time) the
conduction current density exceeds the total current density.
This is illustrated in Figure 7 (left), which shows the total,
conduction, and displacement current densities as a function
of time in the discharge center.

At each time within the RF period current continuity
(i.e., r !~jtot ¼ 0) must be fulfilled. This must also hold in
the presence of a moving local enhancement of the conduc-
tion current density due to the propagation of energetic beam

electrons. Current continuity is maintained via the local gen-
eration of a displacement current that instantaneously com-
pensates the difference between the local conduction and the
total current density (see Figures 6 and 7). Kinetically, this
displacement current is a consequence of the generation
(~jd > 0 at t2) and compensation (~jd < 0 at t3) of the positive
space charge density caused by the propagating beam. These
dynamics are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Once the cold bulk
electrons move back towards the expanding sheath edge (at
t3 ( 10 ns), the conduction current component caused by the
energetic electron beam is compensated by the flux of cold
bulk electrons into the opposite direction. Due to the electron
inertia, this process produces an over-compensation such
that the conduction current density reaches a local maximum
at t ( t3 and again deviates from the total current density.
This deviation is again compensated by the displacement
current, which is now negative due to the decrease of the
local electric field as a consequence of the compensation of
the local positive space charge by the backflow of cold bulk
electrons. In this way, current continuity is ensured at t ( t3.
Finally, the backflowing cold bulk electrons hit the expand-
ing sheath edge and the second beam is formed due to essen-
tially the same mechanism. Once generated, it traverses
through the bulk and creates a second minimum in the con-
duction current (t4 ( 11:6 ns) and the cycle repeats.

Further insights can be obtained from the Fourier ampli-
tude spectra of the individual current density waveforms as
shown in Figure 7 (right), for the center of the discharge. For
the total current (time-varying, but constant along the dis-
charge gap), the amplitude of the third harmonic is approxi-
mately 10.6% and the fifth harmonic is 7.5% of that of the
fundamental frequency. The seventh and higher harmonics
are negligibly small (less than 1%). Even harmonics are not
excited due to the symmetry of the discharge.52 Considering
the conduction and displacement current densities, the
observed harmonics (except for the fundamental) are 180&

out of phase. Their amplitudes are determined by the crite-
rion of total current continuity everywhere and at all times.
In perspective of the local plasma parallel resonance (PPR),
which was investigated by Ku et al.,32–34 this compensation
occurs at every location (infinitesimal LC-circuit element in
an equivalent circuit model) when the local conduction cur-
rent density—triggered by the beam electrons—exceeds the
local total current density. Thus, a significant PPR is present
under these conditions. The higher harmonics of the

FIG. 6. Spatio-temporal plots of the
conduction (a) and displacement (b)
current density within one RF period
in A/m2. The vertical dashed lines indi-
cate the reference times specified in
Figure 1. Discharge conditions: argon,
1.5 Pa, L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz,
/0 ¼ 150 V.
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conduction and displacement current densities do not com-
pensate each other completely so that a significant dissipa-
tive higher harmonics component of the total current
remains. This corresponds to the self-excitation of the PSR,
which leads to Non-Linear Electron Resonance Heating
(NERH).

In conclusion, both the PPR and the PSR are present and
were explained at the kinetic level, based on the interaction
between energetic beam electrons accelerated by the expand-
ing sheaths and cold bulk electrons via a local time depend-
ent electric field generated by the electron beam itself due to
a positive space charge left behind by the propagating beam.
These kinetic effects and, therefore, also the PPR and the
PSR are different at each axial position. Thus, a complete
understanding of such resonance phenomena requires a spa-
tially resolved local and kinetic analysis of the electron
dynamics.

C. Voltage variation

A variation of different external control parameters (gas
pressure, geometry of the discharge, driving frequency, and
voltage) has a significant influence on the spatio-temporal
electron dynamics and the self-excitation of resonance
effects. An important factor in this respect is the local plasma
density, which determines the local electron plasma fre-
quency. This in turn determines the reaction time of bulk
electrons to the beam perturbations and, therefore, the num-
ber of energetic electron beams generated per sheath expan-
sion phase at a given electrode. In the following, we
investigate the effect of increasing the driving voltage ampli-
tude from 150 V to 300 V.

Figure 8 shows the spatio-temporal distributions of
“hot” electrons (e > 11 eV) moving upwards (a) and “cold”
electrons (e < 4 eV) moving downwards (b) for /0 ¼ 300 V.
Increasing the driving voltage amplitude to 300 V leads to
more ionization and, therefore, an increased bulk electron
density of nbulk ( 3:4+ 1015 m*3 and a higher electron
plasma frequency of xpe ( 9xRF in the bulk. Thus, in com-
parison with the previously discussed case (/0 ¼ 150 V), the
bulk electrons can respond faster to the perturbations caused
by energetic electron beams generated by the expanding
sheaths. The characteristic time-scale of the local backflow
of cold bulk electrons towards the expanding sheath edge is

reduced to s ( 2 ns. Therefore, for the fixed duration of the
sheath expansion phase (determined by the driving fre-
quency), the above described cyclic process is repeated more
often during one phase of sheath expansion (i.e., an energetic
electron beam is generated by sheath expansion leaving
behind a positive space charge, which is compensated by a
delayed backflow of cold bulk electrons, which upon impact
at the expanding sheath leads to the generation of the next

FIG. 7. Total, conduction, and displace-
ment current densities in the discharge
center at 7.5 mm as a function of time
within one RF period (left) and their
corresponding Fourier spectra (right).
Discharge conditions: argon, 1.5 Pa,
L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼ 150 V.

FIG. 8. Spatio-temporal plot of the density of “hot” electrons (e > 11 eV)
that move upwards (a) and of the density of “cold” electrons below 4 eV that
move downwards (b) in m*3. Discharge conditions: argon, 1.5 Pa,
L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼ 300 V.
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energetic electron beam). Consequently, the number of elec-
tron beams generated during one expansion phase increases.
Since the bulk electrons are now modulated by a frequency
nine times higher than the applied radio frequency (nine
maxima in Fig. 8(b)), a pronounced excitation of the ninth
harmonic is observed in the discharge center (at x¼ 7.5 mm)
in the corresponding Fourier spectra shown in Fig. 9 (right).
Due to the increasing number of electron beams per sheath
expansion phase, the number of extrema in the conduction
and displacement current density also increases (cf. Fig. 9
left) according to the kinetic phenomena discussed in
Secs. I–III.

IV. CONCLUSION

By analyzing the spatio-temporal electron dynamics
based on kinetic PIC/MCC simulations of a symmetric single
frequency argon CCRF plasma operated at low pressure, we
explained the kinetic origin of resonance phenomena
observed in terms of high frequency oscillations of the con-
duction, displacement, and total current waveforms in such
plasmas. In this way, we linked kinetic simulations to fluid
models, where such high frequency current oscillations were
observed before, but where several important fundamental
questions remained unanswered. In particular, we have
addressed the questions: How is current continuity ensured
in the presence of energetic electron beams generated by the
expanding sheaths that lead to a local enhancement of the
conduction current propagating through the bulk? How do
the beam electrons interact with cold bulk electrons and how
do they affect the EVDF? What is the kinetic origin of the
observed resonance phenomena?

By splitting the total electron population into different
groups according to their kinetic energies and directions of
propagation in the axial direction, we showed that energetic
beam electrons interact with “cold” bulk electrons (modu-
lated at the local electron plasma frequency) via a time de-
pendent electric field outside the sheaths. This electric field
is caused by the electron beam itself, by leaving behind a
positive space charge, that attracts cold bulk electrons
towards the expanding sheath. This leads to the local genera-
tion of a time dependent displacement current that ensures
current continuity by locally compensating the enhancement

of the conduction current. The backflow of cold electrons
towards the expanding sheath, while the energetic beam
electrons propagate into the opposite direction, is the kinetic
mechanisms that cannot be described by fluid models based
on a mean electron fluid velocity. This backflow of cold elec-
trons causes the generation of another energetic electron
beam, when these electrons hit the expanding sheath. This
process is repeated until the adjacent sheath stops expanding.
In this way, multiple electron beams are generated during
one phase of sheath expansion. Their number depends on the
response-time of the bulk electrons, which in turn is deter-
mined by their local plasma frequency. An increase of the
plasma density by increasing the driving voltage amplitude,
therefore, increases the number of electron beams per sheath
expansion phase, as well as the frequency of the harmonics
observed in the local conduction, displacement, and total
current waveforms.

CCRF discharges are very complex devices and cer-
tainly other effects can also play important roles under other
conditions but these kinetic mechanisms are present in any
low pressure CCRF discharge (symmetric or asymmetric)
and their understanding is fundamentally important for the
generation of such plasmas. Although these effects are
included in previous kinetic simulations of capacitive RF
plasmas, their identification and understanding required the
advanced diagnostics applied here (i.e., splitting the electron
population into different groups and performing a detailed
spatio-temporal analysis of their respective dynamics). The
experimental identification of the generation of multiple
electron beams per sheath expansion phase is difficult due to
the required high temporal resolution (on a sub-nanosecond
timescale). Therefore, in a variety of experimental studies, a
single electron beam generated per sheath expansion phase is
observed, which in fact, might be the result of a temporal av-
erage over multiple beams. The physical picture revealed
here is significantly different from assumptions made in a va-
riety of previous models, which assume the generation of a
single electron beam. Moreover, our kinetic interpretation
analysis shows that resonance phenomena, such as the
plasma series and parallel resonances, might be described
adequately, but cannot be fully understood in the frame of
global models, since kinetic local phenomena are crucially
important.

FIG. 9. Conduction, displacement, and
total current density as a function of time
within one RF period (left) and their
corresponding Fourier spectra (right) in
the center of the discharge at 7.5 mm.
Discharge conditions: argon, 1.5 Pa,
L¼ 1.5 cm, fRF¼ 55 MHz, /0 ¼ 300 V.
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